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Abstract
The IP Table Lookup mechanism is a key component of a router in a packet network
 such as Internet A router in the network holds a table  typically for backbone
routers the number of entries is in the range 
 
  

 where each entry species
a pre x  at most  bits long and a next hop exit line When a packet comes to
the router the destination address in the header of the packet is read the longest
prex in the table matching the destination is sought and the packet is sent to the
corresponding next hop exit line In this paper we propose a data structure called
Adaptive Strati ed Tree  AST to solve the IP Table Lookup problem For a table of
n prexes of length at most w the AST is built in O n logn logw time uses storage
O n and allows searching in time O logn The algorithm has been implemented in
C and compared to a state of the art software solution notably the LevelCompressed
Trie of S Nilsson and G Karlson For several large benchmark tables and for di	erent
tra
c proles we signicantly reduce the storage of the search structure  up to a factor
 and signicantly reduce the search time  up to a factor  Interestingly even for
the largest test tables  about  entries we could build small search trees having
depth three
  Introduction
Motivation  Internet is surely one of the great scientic technological and social successes
of the last decade and an ever growing range of services rely on the eciency of the
underlying switching infrastructure  Thus improvements in the throughput of Internet
routers are likely to have a large impact  The IP Address Lookup mechanism is a critical
component of an Internet Packet Switch see  for an overview	  Brie
y a router within
the network holds a table where each entry species a pre x at most  bits long in the
IPv protocol  bits in the IPv protocol	 and a next hop exit line  When a packet comes
to the router the destination address in the header of the packet is read the longest prex
in the table matching the destination is sought and the packet is sent to the corresponding
next hop exit line  How to solve this problem so to be able to handle millions of packets
per second has been the topic of a large number of research papers in the last  years
See section 	 
Our contribution The starting point of our research which is novel as far as we know
is to revisit the Stratied Trees of van Emde Boas et al   but see also a more modern
description in 	 with the goal of assessing its worth as a basis for solving the IP Table
lookup problem  Easy transformations see Section 	 map the longest matching prex
 
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problem into the predecessor problem for a set of n keys in the range     U    with
U  
w
 where w   in the IPv protocol  The predecessor problem in turns is handled
by Stratied Trees 
Stratied Trees  are known to have small height Olog logU	 for a data set of n keys
form a universe of size U  but to be quite memoryintensive using close to OU	 storage 
Mehlhorn et al   are able to reduce the storage to On	 by representing large sparse
interior nodes of the tree with hashing tables  Thus good worst case bounds both in storage
and height of the tree are attained at the cost of performing for each visited node one or
more hash function evaluation each involving multiplications and possibly integer divisions	
instead of simpler indexing operation 
Our approach is that while storage has to be controlled tightly a small depth can be
achieved on real data sets by adapting the construction of the tree to the actual distribution
of the keys  Using this approach while we always can guarantee a worst case depth no more
than log n however we could achieve maximal depth far below the worst case in all of the
benchmarks considered in Section  
The best way to explain the gist of the algorithm is to visualize it geometrically  The keys
are points on the real line  We want to split this line into a grid of equal size buckets
and then proceed recursively in each bucket separately  The grid is completely specied
by giving an anchor point a and the step s of the grid  Finding the bucket containing the
query point p is done in time O	 since the expression bp a	sc gives the oset from the
special bucket containing the anchor  We will take care of choosing for s a power of two so
to reduce integer division to a right shift  If we choose the step s too short we might end
up with too many empty buckets which implies a waste of storage  We choose thus s as
follows choose the smallest s for which the ratio of empty to occupied buckets is no more
than a userdened constant threshold  On the other hand shifting the grid i e  moving its
anchor	 can have dramatic eects on the number of empty buckets occupied buckets and
the maximum number of keys in a bucket  So the search for the optimal step size includes
an inner optimization loop on the choice of the anchor  The search for the locally	 optimal
step and corresponding anchor can be done eciently in time close to linear up to polylog
terms see Section 	  This denition of locally optimal grids has to be contrasted with
several techniques in literature where a global optimality criterion is sought see eg  	
usually via much more expensive dynamic programming techniques 
Main Result  For a table of n prexes of length at most w the AST is built in
On log n logw	 time uses storage On	 and allows searching in time Olog n	  The
constants in the storage bound are very small and this is in accord with the empirical
results  The logarithmic upper bound in the query time is clearly due to the simplicity of
the analysis that does not account for the full power of adaptivity as is evident from the
small number of levels required by AST on large benchmark data sets 
Dynamization  Ecient preprocessing is important in the perspective of augmenting
the AST with dynamic operations insertondeletion	  In general updates involve partial
reconstruction of the data structure thus in eect they apply the preprocessing scheme to
a portion of the input  From a complexity analysis point of view there is a well developed
theory see 	 relating preprocessing time with update time supporting the importance
of fast preprocessing time as a prerequisite for fast updates 
Discussion of experimental results  In Section  we compare measured performance
of an implementation of our algorithm for AST with two settings of parameters	 and
the implementation of the LCTrie algorithm supplied by the authors run on the same
platform  Figures  and  exemplify the results  Five benchmark tables ranging from

medium K entires	 to large K entries	 in size and three dierent models of randomly
generated trac have been used  AST performs consistently better than LCtrie both in
throughput measured in lookups per second	 and in storage measured in bytes	  The
variant with prameters chosen so to attain the smallest query time AST
minT
 roughly gives
an increased throughput by  to  with respect to LCtrie while using less than
half of the auxiliary storage  The variant with prameters chosen so to attain the smallest
storage AST
minS
 roughly sees an increased throughput by  to  with respect to LC
trie while using about one tenth of the auxiliary storage  The experiments point towards
the conclusion that AST is a valid alternative to LCtries as well as several other schemes
see Section 	  Implementation and testing of dynamic AST as well as tuning for cache
eciency are planned as future research topics 
 Related Work
Speeding up IP Table lookup has received considerable attention in recent years  There
are three main directions 	 improved data structures and software searching techniques
	 design of specialized hardware aiming at exploiting machinelevel parallelism 	 avoiding
the lookup process altogether by exploiting additional header information 
Software Searching The classical data structure to solve the longest matching prex
problem is the binary trie   Patricia Tries  take advantage of common subsequences
to compress certain paths in a binary tries thus saving both in search time and storage  The
rst IP Lookup algorithm in  is based on the Patricia Trie idea  Nilsson and Karlson
 add the concept of level compression by increasing the outdegree of each node of the
trie as long as at least a large fraction about 	 of the subtrees are nonempty 
Waldvogel et al   organize the prexes in groups of prexes of same length and each
group is stored in an hash table for fast membership testing  The search is essentially a
binary search by prex length over the hash tables quite similar to the technique in 	 
The number of hash tables can be reduced by padding some of the prexes   Good
hashing strategies are studied in  
In  and  each prex is mapped onto a segment on the real line and each address
into a point  Thus nding the longest matching prex is transformed into the geometric
problem of nding the shortest segment covering a query point  In  an elaboration on
the Btree  is used 
Dagemark et al   use data compression techniques to store compactly parts of the prex
tree representing the set of prexes  At present this technique achieves in practice the
lowest use of storage  Crescenzi et al   instead start from a full table representation of
the Lookup function then apply a data compression technique that reduces the storage to
acceptable levels in practice while requiring no more than  memory accesses 
Ergun et al    use the fast reconguration capabilities of skip list  to adapt online
the search data structure to the modications of trac patterns 
Hardware Lookup Gupta et al   Huang et al   and Sikka et al   exploit
pipelining to overlap the execution of several lookup operations  The use of Content
Addressable Memories CAM	 is proposed in  and   The in
uence of caching
technology is studied in  and 
ReducingAvoiding lookup Standard IP Table Lookup is done independently on each
router using only the destination address on the packet header  However several schemes
have been proposed in which additional labels tags and clues are added to the header
during routing so to help either forwarding the single packet at the next router or routing

a stream of packets reaching the same destination see e g   	 
 Reduction to the predecessor problem
Reduction of the longest prex match to the shortest segment stabbing and this to the
predecessor problem has been used in   Here we give details of the reduction for
completeness  Each entry in a lookup table downloaded from IPMA has the form
netbasenetmask nexthop
where netbase is a bit IP address netmask denotes the number of bits used for prex and
nexthop is the destination for the packets whose destination address match with this entry 
The set of matching destinations is a contiguous block of addresses an interval closed on
the left endpoint and open on the right endpoint	 the begin and the end of interval are
given by
begin  netbase mask
end  netbase  mask		  
where    are the bitwise Boolean operators  Moreover we associate to begin and end
points a label denoting the next hop for destinations to its right which is valid up to the
next endpoint on the line  See an example in gure  
labelbegin  nexthop
labelend  nexthop of previous prefix
              
A
B C
D
hop1 hop2 hop1
prefix1 = A..D / hop1
prefix2 = B..C / hop2
hop1
hop2 hop1
hopX
hopXhopX
Figure  Intervals and nexthops
Since the next hop label is constant between two endpoints given a query point q we just
have to nd the predecessor of q among the endpoints and retrieve the associated label 
 Description of the AST Data Structure
Here we describe the AST data structure by iteratively rening a general framework with
specic choices  Consider initially the set U      
w
   of all possible addresses the

set P of prexes and the set S  S
P
of endpoints of the segments obtained by mapping
each prex p  P to the set of addresses of U matching p as described above  We will often
think of U as embedded in the real line R 
The main idea is to build recursively a tree by levels each node x of the tree has an
associated connected subset of the universe U
x
 U  which is the set of all queries that visit
node x and a point data set S
x
 S which is S  U
x
  For the root r we have U
r
 U and
S
r
 S 
Let x be a node and let k
x
be the number of children on x  By y    yk
x
 we denote the
the children of x  A particular rule to be described below	 will tell us how to decide k
x
and for each i      k
x
 how to compute U
y	i

  Afterwards simply S
y	i

 U
y	i

 S
x
For simplicity we explain the process at the root  Let S be a set of points on the real line
and spanS	 the smallest interval containing S  Consider an innite grid Ga  s	 of anchor
a and step s Ga  s	  fa ksjk  Ng  By shifting the anchor by s to the right the grid
remains unchanged Ga  s	  Ga s  s	 
Consider the continuous movement of a grid f
G
	  Ga s  s	 for       Consider
an event a value 
i
for which S  f
G
	  	 
Lemma   The number of events is at most n
Proof Take a single xed interval I of Ga  s	 we have an event when the moving left
extreme meet a point in I this can happen only once for each point in I  Therefore overall
there are at most n events 
Since we study bucket occupancy extending the shift range beyond  is useless since every
distribution of points in the bucket has already been considered given the periodic nature
of the grid 
Consider point p  S and the bucket I
p
containing p  Point p produces an event when

p
 p   leftI
p
	s that is when the shift is equal to the distance from the left extreme
of the interval containing p  Thus we can generate the order of events by constructing a
minpriority queue QS  
p
	 on the set S using as priority the value of 
p
 
We can extract iteratively the minimum for the queue and update the counters for the
shifting interval I  Note that for our counters an event consists in decreasing the count for
a bucket and increasing it for the neighbour bucket 
Moreover we keep the current maximum of the counters  To do so we keep a second max
priority queue QI  cI		  When a counter increases we apply the operation increasekey
when it decreases we apply the operation decreasekey  Finally we record changes in the
root of the priority queue recording the minimum value found during the lifetime of the
algorithm  This value is the
gs	  min
 	

max
IG ss
jS  Ij
that is we nd the shift that for a given step s minimizes the maximal occupancy  The
whole algorithm takes time On logn	 
In order to use a binary search scheme we need some monotonicity property which we are
going to prove next 
Lemma  Take two step values s and t with t  s then we have gt	 
 gs	

Proof Consider the grid G
min
t	 that attains minmax occupancy K  gt	  So every
bucket in Gt	 has at most K elements  Now we consider the grid Gs	 that splits exactly
in two every bucket in G
min
t	  In this grid Gs	 the maximum occupancy is at most K
so the value gs	 that minimizes the maximum occupancy for a translate of Gs	 cannot
attain a larger value than K i e  gs	  K  gt	 
Now if we use only powers of two as possible values for a grid step the above monotonicity
lemma implies that for a given threshold x we can use binary search to nd the largest
step s  
k
with gs	  x and the smallest step u  
h
with gu	 
 x 
Call R  EF the ratio of the number empty to the full buckets 
Lemma  Take two step values s and t with t  s then we have R
min
t	  R
min
s	
Proof Take the gridG
min
s	 the grid of step sminimizing the ratio R
min
s	  E
s
F
s
  Now
make the grid Gt	 by pairing adjacent buckets we have the relations N
s
 N  N
t
 N
F
s
  F
t
 F
s
 and E
s
  F
s
	  E
t
 E
s
  Now we express R
t
 E
t
F
t
as a function
of N and F
t
 
R
t
 E
t
F
t

 



NF
t
  
This is an arc of hyperbola in the variable F
t
	 having maximum value for abscissa
F
t
 F
s
  The value of the maximum is E
s
F
s
 R
min
s	  Thus we have shown that
Rt	  R
min
s	  Naturally also R
min
t	  Rt	 so we have proved R
min
t	  R
min
s	 
Thus the minimum ratio is monotonically increasing as grids get ner and ner 
By the above lemmas we have two functions g	 and R
min
	 that are both monotone one
increasing one decreasing	 in the step size 
In order to control memory consumption we adopt the following criterion nd smallest
s with Rs	  C for a predened constant threshold C then take the grid giving the
occupancy gs	 the minmax occupancy this shifting does not change the number of nodes
at the level	  When the number of points in a bucket drops below a small	 threshold D we
switch to standard binary search 
  Search algorithm
Each node x is characterized by an anchor and a step  The index of the child searched for
is found by the expression
b
query   anchor
step
c
We require that step is a power of two so to reduce the integer division to a shift operation 
The sign of query   anchor can be positive or negative and is to be interpreted as an
oset with respect to the position of the child of x containing the anchor 
 Worst case bounds
Theorem   An AST on n pre xes of lenght at most w uses On	 storage is built in time
On log n logw	 and a query is answered in time Olog n	

Proof Consider node x and the set of points S
x
under xs in
uence  If we choose as anchor
in the renement of x the median point of S
x
we get buckets containing at most jS
x
j
points  Since the actual chosen anchor will minimize the maximal occupancy this bound
still holds  Thus the depth of the tree is at most log n 
Split the input set S into m  n logn groups of contiguous points each of size logn 
Picking the leftmost point in each group we have a set S

of representative points  At level
i of the AST for S

the full nodes are a partition of S

so there are no more than m full
nodes  The number of empty nodes is bounded by cm  Thus a level has at most Om	
nodes  Summing over all levels Om log n	  On	 to store the AST S

	  The points in
S n S

are stored group by group as simple sorted arrays in On	 additional storage  The
Query time is Ologm logn	  Olog n	 
During preprocessing for jS
i
j points optimizing the anchor for xed step takes time
OjS
i
j log jS
i
j	  The step s takes as value powers of two from  to U
i
 U  thus at most logU
values  We exploit monotonicity to perform a binary search on these values thus requiring
Olog logU	 attempts  Thus building a level requires Om log logU log n	 time  After initial
sorting On log n	 we spend time Om log logU logn	 log n  On log logU log n	 which is
On log n logw	 
 Indirect Experimental Comparisons
In a recent survey Sanchez et al   compare the execution of several IP lookup algorithms
codes supplied by the respective authors or publicly available	 on the same platform thus
providing for an indication of relative performance in terms of speed  The algorithms tested
are the following BSD Tries  Table compression  LCTries  binary search by
prex lenght  Multibit tries   Taking as criterion the time needed to answer 
and  of the lookups LCTries proved to be faster than any other method except the
table compression  
 Experiments
Test equipment  Experiments have beed carried out on a processor AMD Athlon XP
  MHz Clock  KB Cache size total RAM memory  Gigabyte running
Linux 
Software  Source code in C for the LCTrie method is freely available on the web at
http wwwnadakthsesnilsson written by the authors of  and run with the
native parameters  Code for AST has beed developed in C  Both codes have been compiled
using gcc with optimization level O 
Benchmark tables  Real lookup tables have been downloaded from the Internet
Performance Measurement and Analysis IPMA	 project site httpnic merit eduipma
as of June 	  Each prex has been mapped into an interval and the endpoints of the
intervals form the data set 
  Generation of Tra	c
a	 Same Probability Tra	c This trac is based on the assumption that every prex
has the same probability of being accessed  In other words the trac per prex is
supposed to be the same for all prexes  Thus the entries of the routing table are
extended to  bits by adding zeroes and are permuted to reduce the eects of cache
locality  The total number of lookups is   number of prexes in the table 

b	 Uniform Random Tra	c The IP addresses for this trac are uniform random in
all the space of addresses  The total number of lookups is    
c	 Mixed Tra	c The IP address of this trac are taken  uniform random in the
subset of the space of addresses obtained by concatenating all the segments associated
to prexes  uniform random in all the space of addresses  The total number of
lookups is    
 Performance
Dimension of Data Sets
Paix MaeEast AADS PB MaeWest
n  of prexes     
n  of points     
Maximum depth 
primary search structure
Maximum depth Paix MaeEast AADS PB MaeWest
LCTrie     
AST min Time     
AST min Size     
Throughput in MegaLookupssecond
Same Probability Paix MaeEast AADS PB MaeWest
LCTrie          
AST min Time          
AST min Size          
Uniform Random Paix MaeEast AADS PB MaeWest
LCTrie          
AST min Time          
AST min Size          
Mixed Paix MaeEast AADS PB MaeWest
LCTrie          
AST min Time          
AST min Size          
Note   The parameters for the AST
minT
and the AST
minS
variants have been chosen for
the mixed trac and kept xed for the other experiments  As a consequence occasionally
AST
minS
can be faster than AST
minT
 
Note  Each entry of the throughput table is the minimum of eight runs with the same
data so to eliminate the in
uence of concurrent processes  The queries are made in random
order so to avoid bias due to temporal caching 
Size of Data Structures in Bytes
We distinguish the storage used essentially to hold the input and the storage used to support
searching  The search structures for LCTrie are Trie and Pre x vector see 	  The total
storage size is the sum of search structures size and the size of input holding data structures 

Search Structures Paix MaeEast AADS PB MaeWest
LCTrie     
AST min Time     
AST min Memory     
Base  Nexthop vectors Paix MaeEast AADS PB MaeWest
LCTrie     
AST     
Total Memory Paix MaeEast AADS PB MaeWest
LCTrie     
AST min Time     
AST min Memory     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